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1 
Values essence chase steps sum up   

 
I 

Existence Phenomenon 

 
Existence Phenomenon  

 

1. Values essence chase of Existence 

Phenomenon is to be as ‘within frames’, 

as well as ‘without frames’. 

2. Values chase of Existence Phenomenon 

within Frames is to be of the format of 

‘Framed Domains’ 

3. ‘Framed domains’ are the space content 

lumps manifesting as Domain Folds of 

the ‘manifestation layers’. 

4. Manifestation layers are of four folds 

namely dimension fold, boundary fold, 

domain fold and origin fold. 

5. Framed domain is the domain fold 

enveloped within boundary fold. 

6. Further the framed domain accepts 

dimensional frame, as internal frame, as 

comparison to boundary fold being the 

external frame of the framed domain. 

7. Still further, with imposition of the origin 

of the dimensional frame upon the seat of 

origin fold, the origin / center of the 

domain (fold) gets sealed. 

8. With it Framed Domain becomes the 

Sealed Framed Domain. 

9. One may have a pause here and take note 

that origin fold is of a higher dimensional 

order than that of the Domain Fold itself. 

10. Still further it also would be relevant to 

note that, the Base of origin fold, which 

itself is a dimensional fold of a degree 

higher than that of origin fold itself, as 

such the higher dimensional order of the 

base fold transcends through the origin 

fold and the same gets superimposed 

upon the dimensional order of domain 

fold itself. 

11. One shall sit comfortably and permit the 

transcending mind to continuously 

remain in prolonged sitting of deep trans 

and to glimpse the format and features of 

above transcendence Phenomenon. 

12. The superimposition of the dimensional 

order of base fold upon the dimensional 

order of Domain Fold brings us face to 

face with the features of Sealed Framed 

Domain with permissibility of 
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transcendence for the higher dimensional 

order into the domain fold, transforming 

the sealed framed domain itself into of 

transcendental format and features 

13. It is this Phenomenon of transition and 

transformation of sealed framed domain 

into of the format and features of 

transcendental values parallel to the 

dimensional order of base fold which                        

brings us face to face with format and 

values of the Existence Phenomenon 

which is beyond framed domain and 

being lively at the base fold and 

transcending into the framed domain 

itself. And this deserve to be fully 

imbibed to have appreciation of the 

Existence Phenomenon without Frames  

as being visualized within Frames. 

 

II 

Translation of manifestation layers 

 

14.  Four fold manifestation layers acquire a 

format for its translation along the five 

fold transcendence range. One may have 

a pause here and take note that the five 

fold transcendence range gives a rise to a 

pair of four fold manifestation layers, first 

of which being the set up of first four 

folds while second manifestation layers 

being the set up of second to fifth fold of 

the five fold transcendence range. 

15. One may have a pause here and take note 

that the transition and transformation into 

the first manifestation layer into second 

manifestation layer along transcendence 

range is the Phenomenon of the format 

and features of translation of the 

manifestation layer itself. 

16. One may further have a pause here and 

take note that this transition and 

transformation format of the 

manifestation layer into next consecutive 

manifestation layers is of translation for 

each of the fold of the manifestation 

layers to take one step a time   

17. One may a pause here and take note that 

the firs fold manifestation layer namely 

the dimension fold, with transition step, 

as result into the boundary fold,  

18. The first manifestation layer transiting 

into the role of dimension fold for the 

next manifestation layer. 

19. Likewise the second fold of the first 

manifestation layer, namely its boundary 

with a translation step shall transforming 

third fold in the domain fold of the first 

manifestation layer into the role or 

boundary fold of the second 

manifestation layers. 

20. Further the origin fold of first 

manifestation layer shall be transiting into 

role of dimension domain fold the second 

fold 

21.  Finally the base fold of first 

manifestation layer, put step into the 

origin fold of the second manifestation 

layers. 

22. One may have a pause here and take note 

that the translation Phenomenon putting 

base fold of the first manifestation layers 

into the role of the origin fold the 

manifestation layers 

23. One may have a pause here and take note 

that push for the base fold to go into the 

fold of origin fold is from the format fold 

of the base fold 

24. One may have a pause here and take note 

that the in a sequence origin fold is the 

fourth fold, base fold is the fifth fold 

25. And format fold is the sixth fold 

 

Format fold 

 

26. Format fold is the sixth fold 

27. Format fold is at the base of base fold. 

Base fold is the fifth fold and format fold 

is the sixth fold. Origin fold is the fourth 
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fold, base fold is the fifth fold and format 

fold is the sixth fold. 

28. Dimensional  fold, boundary fold, domain 

fold, origin fold, Base fold and format 

fold constitute a range of six fold set up, 

designated and known as self referral (6-

space) range of six folds  

29. First five folds of self referral (6-space) 

range constitute first transcendence 

30. Second to sixth folds of self referral (6-

space) range fold constitute the second 

transcendence range.  

31. This way, the self referral (6-space) range 

constitute a format for translation the 

transcendence range. 

32. It would be a blissful exercise to glimpse 

and to imbibed values of the self referral 

(6-space) range  as a path for 

transcendence 

33. One may have a pause here and take note 

that the  six fold of self referral (6-space) 

range lead to a set up three consecutive 

fold fold manifestation layers, namely, 

first manifestation layer being constituted 

by first four folds, the second 

manifestation layers being constituted by 

second to fifth fold, while the third 

manifestation layer being constituted by 

third to sixth fold of self referral (6-

space) range 

34. One may have a pause here and take note 

that the  self referral (6-space) range as 

such permits translation for first 

manifestation layer up till third 

manifestation layers 

 

Reach from first manifestation  

layer to third layers  

  

35. Fie fold transcendence permits translation 

for first manifestation layer of first four 

folds into second manifestation layer of 

second to fifth fold. 

36. Six fold self referral (6-space) permits 

further translation uptill third 

manifestation layer of third to sixth folds 

of the self referral (6-space) range  

37. One may have a pause here and take note 

that the six folds self referral (6-space) 

range leads to a set up of a pair of five 

fold transcendence ranges as of format 

values parallel to (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)  leading 

to (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) and (2, 3, 4, 5, 6). 

38. One may further have a pause here and 

take note that the first and third 

manifestation layers are of format and 

values (1, 2, 3, 4) and (3, 4, 5, 6). 

39. As such the first manifestation layer (1, 2, 

3, 4) shall be availing first four folds of 

the transcendence (1, 2, 3, 4, 5). 

40. The third manifestation layers (3, 4, 5, 6) 

shall be availing last four fold of the 

transcendence range (2, 3, 4, 5, 6)  

41. One may further have a pause here and 

take note that the  second manifestation 

layer (2, 3, 4, 5) with its reverse 

orientation (5, 4, 3, 2) as such shall be 

availing last fold of the transcendence 

range and first fold of the transcendence 

range (2, 3, 4, 5, 6) while the pair of folds 

(4, 3) shall be playing the role of a 

‘bridge’ for jump over from the first 

manifestation layer to the third 

manifestation layer 

42. One may further have a pause here and 

take note that the format fold  (sixth fold) 

provides a push for the base fold for its 

transition into the role of the origin fold. 

43. One may have a pause here and take note 

that the 4-space plays the role of 

dimension of 6-space. 

44. 3-Space plays the role of dimension of 5-

space. 

45. Still further it also would be relevant to 

note that 4-space is a spatial order space 

(2-space) plays the role of dimension of 

4-space and artifice 4 is unique, as much 

as that 4 = 2 + 2 = 2 x 2 = (-2) x (-2) and 

further as that 2
4
 = 4

2
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46. One shall have a pause here and permit 

the transcending mind to continuously 

remain in prolonged sitting of trans and to 

glimpse this Phenomenon of translation 

along self referral (6-space) format 

resulting into a reach for first 

manifestation layer (1, 2, 3, 4) into third 

manifestation layer (3, 4, 5, 6). 

47. One may further have a pause here and 

take note that the inter relationship of first 

and third manifestation layers (1, 2, 3, 4) 

and (2, 3, 4, 5, 6) as such, fold wise is the 

relationship of the format of (dimension 

fold, domain fold, viz.) (1, 3), (2, 4), (3, 

5), (4, 6) which is parallel to (1-space, 3-

space), (2-space, 4-Space), (3-Space, 5-

space), (5-space, 6-space) 
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